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INTRODUCTION 
In their paper [2] Berstein et al. gave an elegant proof of Gabriel’s 
theorem for representations of oriented graphs r without cycles, i.e., 
representations of hereditary path-algebras A over a basic field K, by 
introducing the reflection functors s:(si) for sink (source) vertices k of r 
which correspond to reflections of their Weyl groups. Further Brenner and 
Butler [5] have proved the Coxeter functors C’(C), i.e., the composite of 
the reflection functors through an +(-) admissible sequence of vertices, are 
equivalent to the Auslander-Reiten translations DT:(T,DA) which play a 
central role in the representation theory of Artin algebras. 
On the other hand, the author [ 131 has studied representations of certain 
types of self-injective algebras R which are trivial extensions of hereditary 
algebras A by their injective-cogenerator bimodules Horn,& K), and proved 
the cardinal number of isomorphism-classes of R-indecomposable modules is 
twice that of indecomposable A-modules. 
Recently, remarkable generalizations of reflection functors have been 
studied by Auslander et al. [ 11, Brenner and Butler [4] and Happel and 
Ringel [lo], and they have been called tilting functors by Brenner and 
Butler. The investigations of Bongartz and Ringel [3] and Hughes and 
Waschbiisch [ 1 l] have already proved the importance of them. However, the 
theory of tilting functors seems to be not so useful for self-injective algebras, 
because the functors are nothing but Morita-equivalences. 
In this situation the purpose of this paper is to show the existence of 
another type of generalization of reflection functors which is effective for the 
* The main theorem in this paper was announced by the author at the Oberwolfach 
meeting on “Darstellungstheorie endlich-dimensionaler Algebren” during 14-20 June 1981. 
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above quoted self-injective algebras R, i.e., trivial extensions of hereditary 
algebras A whose valued graphs r have no oriented cycles. Our main 
theorem states that new functor, denoted by S:(Sk) throughout, 
corresponds also to a sink (source) k of the graph r and is a stable 
equivalence from mod-R to mod-a,R, where a,R corresponds to the graph 
o,J which is obtained by reversing the direction of all arrows containing k. 
Further the composite of these functors through an admissible sequence 
coincides again with Auslander-Reiten translations DTf!(TrDR) up to an 
autofunctor which is induced by an autofunctor of mod-A. Cf. [8]. From this 
result it seems to the author that for trivial extensions of hereditary algebras 
our functors S:(S,) and DTf(TrDR) deserve to be called reflection functors 
and Coxeter functors, respectively. On the other hand, our theorem also 
assures that trivial extensions of hereditary algebras whose corresponding 
graphs without orientations are the same tree are stably equivalent to one 
another, particularly to one with cube-zero radical, for in this case any orien- 
tation is obtained by reversing repeatedly only the direction of all arrows 
containing sinks. By the same reason it is evident that R is stable equivalent 
to a Nakayama Algebra if r is A,, though this is a special case of Gabriel 
and Rietmann [9]. Here it is to be noted that S:(S;) commute not only 
with Auslander-Reiten translations but also with the loop functors of Heller, 
Cf. [ 121. 
Throughout this paper unless otherwise specified A-modules and R- 
modules are unital right modules, but homomorphisms operate from the left 
hand. [X, Y] denotes Hom,(X, Y) for A-modules X and Y. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
Let C = (Fk, ,$I,), k, I E r,, be a K-species, i.e., r, is a finite set of 
indices, Fk division rings with centers K and ,,M1 finite K-dimensional 
Fk - F,-bimodules on which K operates centrally. Then a valued graph r 
with an orientation A and a tensor algebra A associate with Z in such a way 
that k E I’,, is a vertex of r and k -+dk~Pd~/ 1E r, (= the set of arrows of r) 
implies ,$I, # 0 and dkl = dim,, &II and d,& = dirnFk &MI, and 
A = @,,, M(‘), where Zt4”’ = nkero Fk is considered as a semisimple 
algebra, ItI(‘) = flk,[Er o $I, and &I(‘) = M”-” OwcO, M(l), and A is defined 
as a ring with the component-wise addition and the multiplication induced 
by taking tensor products. 
Throughout this paper we assume that (I’,,4) is connected and has no 
oriented cycles. So A is a two-sided indecomposable, hereditary and basic, 
finite-dimensional K-algebra. For an orientation /i and a vertex j E To, we 
can define a new orientation ajA by reversing the direction of arrows along 
all edges containing j. Since r has no oriented cycles, there is an admissible 
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ordering of vertices k, , k, ,..., k, with respect to A, i.e., each vertex k, is a 
sink with respect to the orientation uk,-,uk _ . . . uk,A. 
In case j E r, is a sink (resp. a source) ‘Gith respect to A, let us denote by 
rjo the set of starting (end) -vertices of all arrows containing j. Then we can 
define a new species ojZ = (Fk,, ,J,), k, 1 E r,, such that ,J, = fl, for 
k, I& I$ and ,JV~ = Hom,(flj, K) (resp. JVj = Horn&M,, K)) for k E Ijo. 
And we shall denote the corresponding valued graph and the algebra by 
(r, ujA) and ojA, respectively. 
Denote L/(Z) and mod-A the category of all representations of C in K and 
the category of all finitely generated right A-modules, respectively. 
Given a sink (resp. a source) k of Z, the reflection functor s: (resp. SF) is 
defined as a functor: U(Z) + .Y(u,J), equivalently mod-A --) mod-a,A. It is 
well known that for an object X of Y(C) (an A-module X) s:(X) (resp. 
s;(X)) is indecomposable iff so is X, provided X is not isomorphic to a 
simple representation (a simple A-module) L, which corresponds to k E I,,, 
i.e., L, = (Xi; #j: Xi OKjiM,-+ X,), X, = F,, Xj = 0 for j # k and all #j = 0. 
And sz(LL) = 0 (resp. s;(Lk) = 0). 
For the later proof we shall cite the following result by Dlab and Ringel 
[6, Propositions 2.3 and 2.41. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (i) Let X and X’ be indecomposable representations 
(A-modules). If k E I, is a sink (resp. a source) with respect to A and 
sl(X’) # 0 (resp. s;(X) # 0), then s: (resp. SF) induces an isomorphism: 
Ext’(X, X’) + Ext’(s,t (X), s: (X’)) (resp. Ext ’ (X, X’) -+ Ext ’ (s; (X), 
Sk (X’>>)* 
(ii) Let k,, k, ,..., k, be an admissible sequence of (I, A), and L;-, and 
L; simple representations (modules) in .Y(u~,~,u~,~~ . . . uk,Z) (mod- 
uk 1m,“kl-2 **’ u,,A) corresponding to a sink k, and source k,-, with respect to 
‘k **. Uk,A. Then Pt=s;s; . ..s.-(L;) and Q,-,=s:sk+- ..a 
s~‘(L~![f, 1 Q t < n, are an indehomposable projective representaiio; ‘(A- 
module) whose top constituent is isomorphic to L’ and an indecomposable 
injective representation (A-module) whose bottom constituent is isomorphic to 
L t _ , , respectively. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let P, and Q, be indecomposable projective and 
injective A-modules, respectively, as in Proposition 1.1. If ki E I,, is a sink 
(resp. a source) with respect to A, and t # i, then s$(PJ (resp. s;~(P,)) and 
$(Q,) (rev. si.(Q,)> are indecomposable projective and injective uk .A- 
modules, respectively, such that the top and the bottom constituents are, 
respectively, isomorphic to the simple module corresponding to k, of (I, ukiA). 
Denote by &-A (resmod-A) the stable category of mod-A, i.e., the 
objects of &-A (resp. mod-A) are the same as those of mod-A, but the 
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groups of morphisms are residue class groups of morphisms in mod-A by the 
subgroups generated by morphisms which factor through projective (resp. 
injective) A-modules. Then it is well known that the Auslander-Reiten tran- 
slation Di$ is a functor from mod -A to mod-A and in the case of A being a 
tensor algebra associated with a species C without oriented cycles DT: z H . 
sk+,skt,m, “* sk,, + where the composition goes through an admissible sequence 
k I ,..., k, E T,,(C), and H(X) = (H(X), = Xi ; ,Yj: H(X), OF.+, -+ H(X), = 
-hj) for X= (Xi; ,9i:XjOFjjMIjX~) E 9(Z) (= mod-A). Cf. [5] and (81. 
Put Hom,(A, K) = D(A). Then D(A) is an injective cogenerator right (and 
left) A-module. Further the full subcategories of all projective A-modules and 
all injective A-modules are equivalent by - @A D(A) and Hom,(D(A), -) 
with natural equivalences 6: Hom,(D(A), -) ma D(A) E Imod.,, and 
E: 1 mod.A E Hom,(D(A), - @ A D(A)). Since A is a hereditary algebra, we 
have 
LEMMA 1.3. Let U and V be a projective A-module and an injective A- 
module, repectively. 
(1) If U +’ [D(A), V] + C + 0 is a minimal projective resolution of 
C,, then Ker(G, . Y@ D(A)) E DT;(C). 
(2) IfO-K-, U@D(A) --1’ V is a minimal injective resolution of KA , 
then Cok([D(A), $1 . E”) E T,D”(K). 
The trivial extension R of A by D(A), denoted by A D( D(A), is an algebra 
defined as follows: R = A @D(A) as an additive group and the 
multiplication is defined by (a, q)(a’, q’) = (au’, aq’ + qa’) for (a, q), 
(a’, q’) E R. 
It is well known that an R-module X has expressions 
(X, @ AD( +@ X,) and (X, -+“’ [AD(A X,],) considered as objects of 
mod-A D( (- @D(A)) and [D(A), -1 >a mod-A, respectively. Cf. [7]. Here # 
corresponds to Y in the adjoint relation Hom,(X@ D(A), X) 2 
Horn, (X, Horn, (D(A 1, Xl), and x(a, q) = xa + 4(x @ q) = xa + [!?(x)](q) for 
x E X, a E A and q E D(A). Let us denote Im 4 by V(=X D(A)). Since A is 
hereditary, V is injective and we have a decomposition X z U 0 V as A- 
modules, where UE X/X D(A). Then by the definition of mod- 
A D< (- 0 D(A)) (resp. of [D(A), -1 >a mod-A) 4(X D(A) @D(A)) = 0 (resp. 
!R(X D(A)) = 0) and hence 4 (resp. !R) may be identified with 4 ] U@ D(A) 
(resp. Y 1 U). According to Q = 0 or 4 # 0, X is said to be of 1 st kind or of 
2nd kind. And we shall use (U@ D(A)-+$ V) (resp. (U+’ [D(A), VI)) as 
the canonical expression of X in place of (X0 D(A) +@ X) (resp. 
(X+’ [D(A), Xl)>- 
Now let (U@ D(A)+@ V) and (U’ 0 D(A)-+” V’) be the canonical 
expressions of R-modules X and X’. Then X= U @ V and X’ = U’ @ V’ are 
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decompositions as A-modules, and any R-homomorphism from X to X’ has 
the matrix expression (g ,$ ), where (r: U+ U’, /I: V+ V’, y: I’+ U’ and 
6: U+ V’ are A-homomorphisms. In this case a and /7 are compatible with 
the commutative diagram 






and y = 0 because V= UD(A) 3 Ci utai H v(Ct utqt) = Ci(yui) qi E 
I” n U’ = 0. Conversely it can be easily checked that a matrix (g i) with 
A-homomorphisms 6 and a, /?, of which the last two homomorphisms are 
compatible with the commutative diagram (l), determines an R- 
homomorphism of X to X’. 
If V = 0 or V’ = 0 (i.e., X or X’ is of 1 st kind), we shall abbreviate it (z) 
or (a, 0). In case 4 (resp. !R) = 0, X is considered clearly as an A-module and 
is indecomposable iff it is indecomposable as an A-module. For the case 
4 # 0 the author proved in [13, Propositions 1.2 and I.31 the following 
characterization of indecomposable R-modules. 
THEOREM 1.4. For the case 4 (resp. !P) # 0, an R-module X is indecom- 
posable 1$.7either one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) 4 (resp. !R) is an isomorphism and U, is indecomposable 
projective. 
(ii) 4: U@ D(A)+ V (resp. !I? U+ [D(A), V]) is an epimorphism 
(resp. a monomorphism) but not an isomorphism, Ker 0, (resp. Cok VA) is 
indecomposable and Ker #A (resp. im ul,) is large submodule of U@ D(A) 
(resp. small submodule of [D(A), V]). 
In case (i) X is a projective and injective R-module. 
Ker #A (resp. Cok !R,J is said to be the canonical kernel (resp. cokernel) of 
X. From Lemma 1.3 it follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let (U@D(A)+@ V) and (U-t’ [D(A), V]) be the 
canonical expressions of the same indecomposable R-module X of 2nd kind. 
Then 
Cok !Rz T,DA(Ker $) and Ker $ r DT: (Cok !R). 
Now in our context we shall consider other Auslander-Reiten translations 
which are the endofunctors on m-R (= mod-R), and emphasizing the 
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difference from DT;: &-A + mod -A and T,DA : mod-A + &-A we shall 
denote them DT: and TrD”, respectively. 
The following relations between DT: and DT: were obtained in [ 13, 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.41 and will be used frequently in the later proofs of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 1.6. (i) Let X be a non-projective indecomposable A-module. 
Then DTF(X) s DT:(X), w h ere in the left term X is considered as an R- 
module. 
(ii) Let X be a projective indecomposable A-module. If X @ D(A), is 
non-projective, then Ker 1 z DT;(X 0 D(A)) provided DTr(X) = 
(U @ D(A) --+l V). Zf X @ D(A), is projective, then DT: (X) g X @ D(A) 0 
D(A). 
(iii) Let X= (U@ D(A) +’ V) be an indecomposable R-module of 
2nd kind and DTf(X) = (U’ @ D(A) --+l V’). If Ker $A is not projective, then 
Ker II z DT,(Ker 4). 
(iv) Let X= (U@ D(A) + @ V) be an indecomposable R-module. Zf 
Ker 4, is projective, then DTf(X) z Ker 4 @D(A). 
THEOREM 1.7. (i) Let X be a non-injectie indecomposable A-module. 
Then T,DR(X) g T,. D”(X), where in the left term X is considered as an R- 
module. 
(ii) Let X be an injective indecomposable A-module. If [D(A), X] 
is non-injective, then Cok 4 g T, DA ([D(A), X]) provided T,D” (X) = 
(U+s [D(A), V]). Zf [D(A), X] is injective, then T,D”(X) E [D(A), 
P(A), Xl I. 
(iii) Let X= (U-+’ [D(A), V]) be an indecomposable R-module of 
2nd kind and DTF(X) z (U’ +I [D(A), V’]). Zf Cok YA is not injectiue, then 
Cok <z T,DA(Cok !Q. 
(iv) Let X= (U-+’ [D(A), V]) be an indecomposable R-module. If 
Cok !ZfA is injective, then T,D”(X) S’ [D(A), Cok Y]. 
Now in the remaining part of this section we shall prove a charac- 
terization of R-homomorphisms factor through projective R-modules. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let X and Y be indecomposable R-modules and f an 
R-homomorphism of X to Y. Then it holds that 
(i) in case X and Y are both of 1st kind, i.e., A-modules, f factors 
through a projective R-module l@f is the zero map; 
(ii) in case X is of 1st kind and Y is of 2nd kind having 
(UOD(A)-+” v> as its canonical expression, f factors through a projective 
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R-module I# there is an A-homomorphism h: X + U @ D(A) such that 
f=#.h; 
(iii) in case X is of 2nd kind having (U+’ [D(A), V]) as its canonical 
expression and Y is of 1st kind, f factors through a projective R-module iff 
there is an A-homomorphism g: [D(A), V] + Y such that f 1 U = g!?7 
(iv) in case X and Y are both of 2nd kind having (U@ D(A) -+” V) 
and (U’ @ D(A) +@’ V’) as their canonical expressions, respectively, f 
factors through a projective R-module IT the A-homomorphism 
fK: Ker Q -+ Ker 4’ induced by f is the zero map. 
Proof: (i) Suppose 
(“9 
Xr’(P@D(A) “@“‘“‘+P@D(A))= Y 
is a factorization off, where (P 0 D(A) -+‘P@D(~) P 0 D(A)) is a projective R- 
module, i.e., P is a projective A-module, and 0,: X--t P, 71:X + P @ D(A), 
u2: P+ Y and r2: P @ D(A) + Y are A-homomorphisms; and c2c1 + 7*tl =j 
However, 72 = 0, and since X is an A-module, X D(A) = 0 and Im (z: ) c 
P @ D(A) = the submodule of (P @ D(A) -+‘P@w) P @ D(A)) consisting of 
all annihilators of D(A), for PA is projective and D(A) is a faithful left A- 
module. If follows 6, = 0 and thus f = 0. 
The converse is trivial. 
(ii) Suppose 
(“‘1 
XA (P, @ D(A) 
(3 
‘Po@oca’, P, @ D(A)) - Y 
is a factorization off, where (P, @ D(A) -+‘Po@~~a) P, @ D(A)) is a projective 
R-module, and ul:X+P,,, r,:X-+P,@D(A), a:P,+U,p:P,@D(A)+V 
and 6: P, -+ V are A-homomorphisms. Since X is an A-module, u1 = 0 as 
above and hence f = p7,. On the other hand the diagram 





U@D(A) m V 
is commutative. So we can take a 0 D(A) . 71 as h. 
Conversely, assume we have an A-homomorphism h such that d . h =J 
Let E(X) be an injective envelope of X, andf, the inclusion map of X into 
E(X). Since U@ D(A) is injective, there is an A-homomorphism h’: E(X) + 
U@D(A) such that h=h’.f,. By putting 4. h’=p we have/?.f,=J 
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Then we have the following commutative diagram of A-homomorphisms: 
where I: [D(A), U @ D(A)] + U is defined by [D(A), U @ D(A)] 3 (q H 
u @ q) I--+ u E U and an isomorphism, since U, is projective. 
However, the next commutative diagram assures us these homomorphisms 
are R-homomorphisms: 
where 6, and 6,(,, are natural isomorphisms. This completes the proof. 
(iii) Suppose 
G 3 x - (POD(A) lp@D(R)b POD(A)) = Y 
is a factorixation off, where (P @ D(A) + ‘P@w) P @ D(A)) is a projective R- 
module, and a: U-P, ,&POD(A)+ V, 6: U+P@D(A), u:P-+ Y and 
r: P @ D(A) -+ Y are A-homomorphisms. Since Y is an A-module, r = 0 and 
hence f = oa. As (g i) is an R-homomorphism, the diagram 
UL- P’(A), VI 
a 
I I ID(A),41 
P Ep [D(A), P@ D(A)] 
is commutative, where ep: P 3p b (q tt p @ q) E [D(A), P @ D(A)] is an 
isomorphism. Thus we can put 6 . epl[D(A), /I] = g so that f= g . !P. 
Conversely, suppose there is an A-homomorphism g: [D(A), V] + Y with 
g. Y=fl U. Let p:P, + Y be the projective cover and there is an A- 
homomorphism g’ such that g =p . g’. Then for h’ = g’ . Y and 
6,: [D(A), V] @ D(A) 3 0 @ q ++ O(q) E V we have the following 
commutative diagram of A-homomorphism: 
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because f] V = 0 and 6, is a natural isomorphism. 
On the other hand, the following commutative diagram and [D(A), S,] = 
s[D(A), V] assure us that the vertical map is an R-homomorphism: 
where E is the natural equivalence quoted just before Lemma 1.3. This 
completes the proof. 
(iv) Suppose 
is a factorization of f and (U 0 D(A) +@ v) and (U’ @D(A) +@’ V’) 
are the canonical expressions of X and Y, respectively, where 
(PoqA)+ ‘p@~) P @ D(A)) is the canonical expression of a projective R- 
module. Then in the following commutative diagram the induced A- 
homomorphism& of Ker 4 to Ker 4’ fromf is the restriction of (a’ @ D(A)) 
(a @ D(A)) on Ker 4: 
Ker 4 Ker #’ 
But tt factors through Ker lPODcA) = 0 and hence f, = 0. 
Conversely, assume fK = 0, let zm and I$, be the inclusions of Ker 4 and 
Ker #‘, respectively, and f = (g i ). 
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Then, in the commutative diagram 
Ker $ fK ) Ker $’ 
a@D(A)* 1*=1,, .fK=o and V= Cok 4. Therefore there is an A- 
homomorphism p’: V+ U’ @D(A) such that a @ Q =/I’ . 4 and hence 
/3 = #‘/I’ as d is an epimorphism. On the other hand, since U, is projective 
and 4’ is an epimorphism there is an A-homomorphism 6’ such that 
6 = 4’8. It follows that 
(s”, La (‘;” ,“,) 
x - (U’ @D(A) “‘@ocal+ U’ @D(A)) - Y 
is a factorization off through the projective R-module (U’ @ D(A) + ‘1 @W 11 
U’ @ D(A)). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let e-R be the stable category ofJinitely generated 
R-modules and mod-A the category of finitely generated A-modules. If X and 
Y are indecomposable R-modules, then it holds that 
(i) m,(X, Y) g Hom,(X, Y), provided X and Y are both of 1st 
kind; 
(ii) m,(X, Y) E Extf,(X, Ker #), provided X is of 1st kind and 
Y= (U@ D(A)-+4 V) is of 2nd kind; 
(iii) m,(X, Y) g Exti(Cok Y, Y), provided X = (U+’ [D(A), V]) 
is of 2nd kind and Y is of 1st kind; 
(iv) M,(X, Y) z Hom,(Ker q%, Ker @‘), provided X = (U @ 
D(A) --+@ V) and Y = (U’ @D(A) -+@’ V’) are both 2nd kind. 
Proof. (i) and (iv) follow immediately from (i) and (iv) of Proposition 
1.1. For the proof of (ii) we shall point out that 0 + Ker d + U 0 D(A) -+’ V 
is an injective resolution of Ker $ and hence 
Hom,(X, U @ D(A)) +Hom(x*m) Horn, (X, V) + Ext: (X, Ker 4) + 0 is exact. 
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However, fE Im Hom(X, () iff f = 4 . h for some A-homomorphism 
h: X-r U@ D(A). 
On the other hand, in this case Hom,(X, Y) = Hom,(X, I’) because 
V = Ann,,,, Y = {y E Y 1 @(A)} = 0. Hence the conclusion follows 
immediately from (ii) of Proposition 1.1. 
For the proof of (iii) it is enough to point out that U-+’ [D(A), V] + 
Cok \iv+ 0 is a projective resolution of Cok Y and then the proof will be 
done similarly as in the proof of (ii). 
2. S:(X), QR (X) AND D7’f(X) FOR X E mod-R 
For a sink k of a valued graph (r,/l) associated with species .?Z we can 
consider a trivial extension o,A D( D(a,A) which we will denote by a,R in 
the following. At the beginning of this section we will introduce the definition 
of S:(X) E mod-a,R for a non-projective indecomposable R-module X and 
prove the isomorphisms 
s: * O”(X) E WkR * s:(x), 
where QR and finokR denote the loop functors of Heller over &-R and &- 
ok R , respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a non-projective indecomposable R-module. 
S:(X) is an indecomposable o,R-module defined as follows: 
(i) If X is of 1st kind and not isomorphic to L,, then 
s,+ (X) g s:(x). 
(ii) If X is isomorphic to L, which is the simple R-module 
corresponding to the sink k, then ker 4’ z st(Lk @ D(A)) provided Sl (X) = 
(vl @ D(o,A) -6’ V’). 
(iii) If X is of 2nd kind and having (U@ D(A) --+” V) as the canonical 
expression and Ker d 2 L,, then Ker 4 z s: (Ker 4) provided S:(X) = 
(U’ @ D(o,A) -+@’ V’). 
(iv) If X is of 2nd kind and having (170 D(A) -+@ V) as the canonical 
expression and Ker d g L,, then S:(X) = L; which is the simple u,R- 
module corresponding to the source k of (T, ukA). 
Further, for the case of a vertex k being a source with respect to (T, A) we 
make dually 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) If X is of 1 st kind and not isomorphic to L,, then 
S,(X) E s;(X). 
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(ii) If X is isomorphic to L, which is the simple R-module 
corresponding to the source k, then Cok Y z s,([D(A), Lk]) provided 
s;(x) = (U-’ [D(A), P-1). 
(iii) If X is of 2nd kind having (U-+’ [D(A), V]) as the canonical 
expression and Cok Y & L,, then Cok Y’ z s,(Cok Y) provided S;(X) = 
(U’ -PY’ W), V’l). 
(iv) If X is of 2nd kind and having (U-+’ [D(A), V]) as the canonical 
expression and Cok Y z L,, then S;(X) z L; which is the simple a,& 
module corresponding to the sink k of (r, 0,/i). 
In Definition 2.1 it is clear that the correspondence X ~--t S:(X) is 
injective on the set of R-modules X of the cases (i) and (iv). Further in the 
case (iii), by Theorem 1.4, Ker 4, is not injective. Hence Ker $ &L, 0 D(A). 
Therefore the correspondence is injective and consequently bijective on the 
set of all non-projective indecomposable R-modules, because L, @ D(A) is 
only one injective A-module of which the image by s: is not an injective 
a,d-module. Similarly the correspondence X t+ Sk(X) is bijective for all 
non-projective R-modules. Now we will prove 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let k be a sink (resp. source) with respect to (r, A). 
The operation S: (resp. S;) commutes with the loop functors of Heller. 
More precisely, S: RR(X) E RukRS: (X) (resp. S;RR (X) Z W”“S; (X)) for 
X E m-R, where G”(X) (resp. J?~~“(Y)) is the 1st syzygy of X E g&-R 
(resp. YE IJ@-o,R). Cf: [ 12, Proposition 4.3.4.) 
Proof: We shall give here the proof for S: only, since the proof for S; 
is obtained dually. 
(i) Let X be an indecomposable R-module of 1 st kind such that X is 
not projective as an A-module. Let a”(X) = (U @ D(A) -+’ I’). Then by 
Lemma 1.3 Ker 4 z DT;(X). Hence, if S:fl”(X) = (U’ 0 D(a,A) +“’ V’), 
Ker YE s:DT:(X). On the other hand, if LP”s,+ (X) = (U’ @ 
D(a,A) -+Y’ I”), Ker Y’ zz Dck”sl(X). But s: commutes with Auslan- 
der-Reiten functors DTf and DTFA and it follows S:n”(X) E Pk”St(X). 
(ii) Let X be an indecomposable projective R-module such that X is 
not isomorphic L,. Now let k = k,, k, ,..., k, be a (+) admissible sequence of 
vertices of (r, /1). If Top X z Li which corresponds to a vertex ki, i # 1, of 
(r, A), then n”(X) is an indecomposable injective A-module X @ D(A) z Qi, 
corresponding also to a vertex ki, i # 1. Thus by Corollary 1.2 S: RR(X) z 
S:(Q,) E sl(Q,) is an indecomposable injective o,A-module Q, which 
corresponds to ki of (r, a#). 
On the other hand, since X& L,, S:(X) E s:(X) is an indecomposable 
projective a&-module corresponding to the vertex ki of (r, a,A) and hence 
L’QRS; (X) z Q; z St f-J’(X). 
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(iii) Assume that X z L, = L,,. Then n”(X) 2 Q, and 
S:0’(X) z st,(Q,). On the other hand, in this case Ker YY~ sl,(L, @ 
D(A)) E s:JQ,) provided SQX) E (U’ @ D(o,A) -by V’). Further 
W”l”S~,(X) E Ker Y and hence nUkRSl(X) z si,(Q,). 
(iv) If X= (U@ Q +’ V) with ker 4 & L,, St O”(X) g s: (Ker 4). 
On the other hand, Wk”S:(X) z s:(Ker #) because the canonical kernel of 
S,(X) is isomorphic to s,(Ker 4). 
In case of Ker #r L,, Slfi”(X)~ S:(L,), and if we put S,‘(L,)= 
(U’ 0 D(o,A) -+y V’ ), then Ker YE s:(Lk @ D(A)) G sk+ (QJ. 
On the other hand, WkRSk(X) = QUkR(L;), where L; is an simple a& 
module corresponding to the vertex k = k, of (r, ok,A). Thus if we put 
fi”kR(LA) = (U” @ D(u,A)-+” V”), Ker Y’ g DykA(L;). Now L; = LA, is 
injective. By Proposition l.l(ii), an indecomposable A-module 
s: s: e.. s,:(L; ) is injective and corresponding to the vertex k, of (r, A). 
Sa \;;e’ have si s: a.. st*(LL,) g Qk, = Qk and consequently Ker !R’ = 
DrTk”(LL) z s,JQl).nThis completes the proof. 
Let Z = (Fi, ,Mj) be a K-species and (r, A) its valued graph r and orien- 
tation A. Let A be a tensor algebra associated with (Z; I-, A) and R a trivial 
extension of A by D(A). Further for a (+) admissible sequence k,, k, ,..., k, 
of vertices of (r, A) we can consider successively species ukiukim, . . . uk,C, 
valued graphs (Z-, uk,uk,_, . . . CJ~,.~), tensor algebras ukiuki-, ..a uk,A and 
. . 
trivial extensions ukiuk, ~I . . . Q,A K Wk,ukim, -.a uklA) for 1 <i< n. Here it 
is clear that uk,uk n-1 . . . u,,Z = Z and uk . uk,_, ... ok,R = R, and we have ” 
THEOREM 2.2. For any non-projective R-module X it holds that 
sk’,sk’,-, -** Sl,(X)r HRDTf(X) and S;,Sk, . . . S;JX)z HRTrDR(X), where 
HR(Y)~H(Y) ifY is an indecomposable R-module of 1st kind and HR(Y) is 
of 2nd kind whose canonical kernel is isomorphic to H(K,) if Y is an 
indecomposable R-module of 2nd kind with K, as its canonical kernel. (For 
the autofunctor H see Section 1.) 
ProoJ In our proof we shall make the following abbreviation of 
notations: crk.uk. ... 
and S; to S,!l. I-’ 
Uk,A to UiUisl . . * ulA, s; to si, “6 to s;‘, S$ to si 
The proof consists of the four parts (l)-(4). 
(1) X is of 1 st kind and X 2 L, , where L i is a simple R-module 
corresponding to the sink k, of (r,A), i.e., it is also a simple A-module. 
Further, at the beginning we shall consider the Case (i): L, @ D(A) = Q,, 
is not projective, where Q, is an injective A-module with Sot Q, z L,. 
By Definition 2.1 Ker $i E s,(L, @D(A)) provided S,(X) = (U, 0 
D(u,A) +@I Vi) and s, is the reflection functor of mod-A to mod-u,A which 
is corresponding to the sink k, of (r,A). 
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From the assumption of Case (i) we know 0 # DTf(L, @ D(A)). It 
follows that sIsi- 1 ~~~s,(L,OD(A))#O for l<i<n, since 
PZDT;4(L, @D(A)) Z s,s,-, .a. s,(L, @D(A)). So if we put S,S,-, ... 
S,(X) = (U’ @ Q --+@’ V’), by the definition of Si Ker 4’ E 
SPIS,-1 *** s,(L, @D(A)). 
On the other hand, for the canonical expression (U@ D(A) -+@ V) of 
DTf(X) we have Ker 0 gDDTt(L, @D(A)) by Theorem 1.6. It proves 
HRDT;(X) E S,S,-, ... S,(X) for this case. 
Case (ii): L, @D(A), = Q, is projective. If Q, g Pj, then the graph (P,/l) 
should be the linear diagram 
ki k, k, k, .4 . . . . . --*.+.--$. 
and consequently j = n. Then it follows by Theorem 1.6 that DT! (X) E L 1 z 
L,@D(A)@D(,4)~Ql@D(A)~P,@D(A)~Qe,zL,,whereL,,P,,Q, 
are simple, projective and injective R-modules, respectively, which are 
corresponding to vertex k, of (P, /i) and Top(P,) z L, E Soc(Q,). 
On the other hand, we put S,(X) = (17, @ D(a,A) -+@I VI), Ker #1 GZ s,(L, 
0 D(A)) z s,(P, 0 D(A)) = s,(Q,) = s,(P,). 
Now, in (P, un- i une2 . . . old) the vertex k, is a sink and the 
corresponding simple on _ i un _ z ..a u,A-module L,!, is projective. Hence by 
Theorem 1.1 s,-,s,-~ ... sl(P,)r LA. Hence if (U, @ D(un-,unm2 .” 
criA)+@ V,) is the canonical expression of S,-, S,-, ..a S,(X), then 
Ker $2 r LL. Therefore by the definition of S, , S, S,- i ..a S,(X) E LA and 
this follows HRDTF(X)z S,S,-, *Se S,(X), since HR(L;) E LA. 
(2) Xisof lstkindandX&L,.Letu~denotebyL~+,, l,<i<n- 1, 
the simple uiui-i ... ui R-module corresponding to a sink ki+ , of 
(r9 ui”i- 1 ..a ain). If sisi-i ... si(X) k Li+l for each i, 1 < i< n - 1, then 
by the definition and Proposition 1.1 it holds that S, S,- , . .e S,(X) ? 
s,s,-, ... sl(X)% H. DTf(X) z HRDTf?(X). So hereafter in this part we 
shall assume that s,s,-, ... sip L,,, for some I (1 I; n) but sisipl ... 
sI(x)*Li+l for i = 1, 2,..., Z- 1. Then it should be noted that 
XES;‘s;’ . ..s.‘(L,+~)~P,+, and PI+, is a projective R-module such that 
TOPPI,, gL,+,. 
At the beginning we shall consider the 
Case (i): X@ D(A), z P,, i @ Q E Q,, I is not projective. Let 
(U@ D(A)-+” V) be the canonical expression of DTf(X). Since X@ D(A) 
(zQ,,,) is not projective, by Theorem 1.1, Ker 4 z DTt(Q,+,) E H . 
S,S,-1 ..a s,(Q,+ 1). 
On the other hand, if we put S, S,- , . . . St+ I S, . . . S,(X) = (U, @ 
D(A) -+‘I v,), then Ker 9, z s,s,-, aem s~+~(L,+~ 0 D(u,u,_, .*a u,A)) 
because S,S,-, ... Si(X)~s,s~-, ... sl(X)~LI+,, which is a simple 
UlU1- 1 ... u,A-module corresponding to a sink k,,, of (P, u~u,-~ . . . u,/i). 
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Now L[+, @ D(o,o,-, ..a uiA) is isomorphic to an injective o,cl-, .a. 
a,A-module Qi+ i whose simple socle corresponds to a sink k,,, of 
(K UlUl-, *** 0,/l). Since kl+i, k[+, ,..., k,, k, ,..., k, is a (+) admissible 
sequence with respect to (r, ulul-i ..a a, A), by Proposition 1.1 (ii) it follows 
that Q;,, z sls/-1 .+a sls,s,-I v-s sr+G;+A and Q,,, r s,s,-, ... 
s,+,(L;+ i), where L;, , is a simple ulul+ i ..e u,A-module which corresponds 
to a vertex k,,, of (~,u,+,u~ .a. alA). Thus we have Q;,, gssIsI-, .a. 
sl(Ql+i) and H Ker #i E:~s,-, ... s,+~s~s~~~ ..a s,(Q)+,). It follows that 
HRDT;(X) E S,S,-, .a- S,(x). 
Case (ii): X@ D(A) = Q,, , is a projective A-module. Suppose 
Q,, I E Pj. Then (r, A) must be the linear diagram 
kj k/+1 .--t.+ . . . . . -.-. 
and it follows 1 + 1 = 1. But this is impossible and this case does not happen. 
(3) X is of 2nd kind having (U@ D(A)-@0 v) as its canonical 
expression, and K, = Ker 4 z L , . 
Since L, is a (simple) projective A-module, by Theorem 1.6 we have either 
Ker Q g DT;(K, 0 D(A)) for the canonical expression (U@ D(A) --+@ V) of 
DTF(X) or DT:(X)z K,@ D(A)@ D(A) according to either Case (i) 
K, @ D(A), is not projective or Case (ii) K, @ D(A)x is projective. 
For the case (i), HDTt(K, @ DA) z s,s,-, ... s,(Kx @ D(A) # 0 and if 
we put S,(X) = (U’ @ D(u,A) +” V’), Ker 4’ z sl(Kx @ D(A)) by the 
definition of S, . 
Hence Ker 4, E s,s,-, --. s,(K,@ D(A) for S,S,-, ... S,(X) = (U, @ 
D(A)+@ V, ). Thus we have HRDTf(X) = S,S,-, -.. S,(X). 
For the Case (ii), similarly as in (l)(ii), (r, A) must be the linear diagram 
4 . k,l k, k, k, .-----$ . . . . . -.--.-j. 
and DT~(X)EK~@D(A)@D(A)EL,@D(A)@D(A)~L,. 
On the other hand, if we put S,(X) = (U’ @ D(a,A) +m’ I”), then ker 4’ g 
sI(K, @ D(A)) z si(Qi) z s,(P,). Hence the canonical kernel of 
s sn-2 n-l ..a S,(X) is isomorphic to LA which is a projective (simple) 
u n-1 unp2 .** u,A-module, corresponding to a sink of (r, un-1un-2 a.. u,A). 
Therefore, by the definition of S, S,_ , S, _ z . . . S,(X) g L, . This implies 
HRDT;(X) g S,S,-, ..- S,(X), since HR(L,) g L,. 
(4) X is of 2nd kind having (U,, @ D(A)+Oo V,,) as its canonical 
expression, and K, = Ker &, g L,. Similarly as in (2), if sisip, ..a s,(x) 2 
Li-, for each i, 1 < i < n - 1, the proof is straightforward without difficulty, 
where Li+, are simple uiui- I . . . a, A-modules. 
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So we shall assume that there is a positive integer such that sIsI- i .e. 
s,(K,)zLL, and sisi-i ...s~(K,)&L,~+, for every i<l- 1. Then K,r 
q’s; . . . SI’&,,)~~I,, and K,@D(A)rQ,+,. 
Here LI+, is a projective ulu,-i ... a,A-module, for the vertex k,, 1 is a 
sink of (r, uIcI-, ... o, A). Therefore from the definition of Si, 1 < i < 1 + 1, 
SI,lS,S,-1 ... S,(X) is isomorphic to simple (T~+,u, ... u,A-module L;+ 1 
which corresponds to a source kl+, of (r, u,+iu, a.. aill). Thus L;,, is 
injective and hence Q,,, g s,s,-, ..a sl+2(L/+,) = S,S,-, a.. S,+,(L;+,). 
Since HR(Q,+,)~Qe,+,, HRDTf(X)rS,S,-, ... S,+,(S,+,S,...S,(X)). 
This completes all the proof for Sk’,Sk’,_, .e. S:,(X) z HRDTf(X). 
We shall omit the proof for Sk, Sk, . . . S;“(X) z HR T’,D”(X) because it is 
dual to the preceding proof. 
The next result seems to be a corollary of both Proposition 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let k be a sink (resp. source) with respect to (T, A). 
Then Sz (resp. Sk) commutes with the Auslander-Reiten translations, i.e., 
S: DT:(X) g DrkRSk+(X) (resp. S;T,D”(X) z T,DOkR . S;(X)) for 
X E a-R. 
3. S: AS A STABLE FUNCTOR 
As was stated in the Introduction, our main theorem maintains that for a 
sink k of a valued oriented graph (r, A) R and u,R are stable equivalent to 
each other by S: and S;. In Section 2 we defined the operations S: and S; 
on objects, i.e., R-modules and u,R-modules, and proved they commute with 
the loop functors of Heller and the Auslander-Reiten translations. In order 
to complete the proof of the theorem, however, it is necessary to prove the 
existence of the bijective correspondence between m,(X, Y) and 
-,kR(S:(X), ‘:(Y)) f or non-projective R-modules X and Y. 
The next Proposition is fundamental to this aim. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For non-projective, indecomposable R-modules X and 
Y there exists an isomorphism 
@,,A-: HomR(X~ r>-+b!%,kR(S:(Xh s:(Y)) 
which preserves the addition of homomorphisms and satisftes the following 
naturality; i.e., %,,df k?) = Oy,z(.f> ’ oz,x(&?) for fE &!??R(ZT r>? 
g E m,(X, Z), where Z is a non-projective indecomposable R-module. 
Before preceeding to the proof we shall state Lemma 3.2, the notations 
and n-reduction which will be used in the proof. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a K-algebra and X and Y A-modules. 
(1) Under the assumption that A is hereditary it holds 
(a) m,(X, Y) z Hom,(X, Y) provided X is indecomposable and 
not projective, and 
(b) Hom,(X, Y) z Hom,(X, Y) provided Y is indecomposable and 
not injective. 
(2) Hom,(P, X) z D Hom(X, P @ D(A)) provided P is a projective A- 
module. 
ProoJ (l)(a) Let F -+p Y be a projective cover of Y and h: X+ F an A- 
homomorphism. Since A is hereditary, Im h is projective. But X is indecom- 
posable and not projective. Hence Im h = 0 and consequently ph = 0. 
The proof of (b) is dual to the above proof. 
(2) Since P is projective, X 0 Hom,(P, A) z Hom,(P, X) and 
P @ D(A) E D Hom,(P, A). It follows that D Hom,(P, X) z Hom,(X @ 
Hom,(P, A), K) z H omA (X, D Horn, (P, A)) E Horn, (X, P @ D(A)). 
In the proof of Proposition 3.1 we shall use the following abbreviated 
notations k, B, T, sk, si, si’ (if k), f’, (tA)-‘, tB, (?-I, S,, 7R, (gR)-l, 7= 
and (t’)-’ in place of the sink k, of (r,A), the rings uklA, u~,R, the functors 
SC,, s$, SC, (i z k), DT:‘, T,D A, DTFklA,TrDaklA, S,:, DT;, T,D”, DTylR 
and TrDaklR, respectively. 
Further, since each non-projective, indecomposable R-module X is one of 
the following types (i)-(iv): 
(i) X is of 1 st kind and not isomorphic to L,, 
(ii) X is isomorphic to L,, 
(iii) X is of 2nd kind and the canonical kernel K, of X is not 
isomorphic to L,, 
(iv) X is of 2nd kind and the canonical kernel K, is isomorphic to L,, 
we must prove formally the existence of the isomorphism O,, x for 16 cases 
according to which types are X and Y. However, if O,,(,,,,,(,, is given, by 
Proposition 2.1 we obtain Or,, by putting 
for f~ m,(X, Y). So it is enough to prove the existence for eight cases. 
Hereafter we shall call the above reduction Q-reduction. Similarly we can 
consider 7 (or DT,) -reduction by Proposition 2.3. In the following we shall 
also use the symbol “type of X-type of Y,” for example, (ii)-(iii), in order to 
indicate both the case we are going to prove and the situation which is 
assumed for X and Y in the case. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. (i)-(i): In this case X and Y are assumed to be 
both of type (i). Hence by Proposition 1.8 we may take sk(f ): S,(X) = 
sk(X)-+sk(y)=SK(y> as o,,,(f)forfEHom,(X,Y)=Hom,(X,Y). 
(i)--(ii): Since Y z L,, by Corollary 1.9 and Definition 2.1 it follows 
Horn ASk( S,(y)) cz Ext&(X), sk(Lk @ D(A))) E Extf,(X, L, 0 
D(A)) = 0, for L, is a simple projective A-module. On the other hand, by the 
assumption for X and Y m,(X, Y) g Hom,(X, Lk) = 0. Hence O,,, is 
trivial. 
Similarly as above for the cases (ii)--(iii), (ii)-( (iii)--(iv) and (iv)-(i) 
we can easily prove m,(X, Y) r m,(S,(X), S,(Y)) = 0 and O,,, is 
similarly trivial. 
(i)-(iii): By the assumption an A-module X and the canonical kernel 
K, of Y are not isomorphic to L, and hence by Definition 2.1 S,(X) FZ s,JX) 
and the canonical kernel of S,(Y) is isomorphic to sk(K,). It follows from 
Proposition 1.1(i) and Corollary 1.9 that m,(X, Y) g Extf,(X, KY) z 
ExtA(s,(X), sk(Ky) z -(S,(X), S,(Y)). Thus we may take the composite 
of the above isomorphisms as O,,,. 
(i)-(iv): If X is a projective A-module, m,(X, Y) g Ext:(X, KY) = 0 
and O,., is trivial. Assume that X is not a projective A-module. Then by the 
assumption for X and Y we have the following isomorphisms: 
m,(X, Y) 2 Extf,(X, KY) 2 Ext;(X, Lk) 
2 D * Hom,(L,, tA(X)) 2 D . Hom,(L,, r”(X)) 
2 Hom,(r”(X), L, 0 D(A)) 2 Horn,@,?(X), sk(Lk @ D(A)) 
2 Hom,(?s,(X), r”(P)-’ s,JLL @ D(A))) 
2 Hom,($s,(X), rBHs;’ .a- s;! 1 s; ‘s; ‘sR(Lk @ D(A))) 
2 HomB(rBsk(X), tBL\) 
2 Horn,@,(X), L;) 2 Hom #,JX), S,( I’)), 
where LA is the simple B-module corresponding to the source k of (r, a,R) 
and hence Lk is injective. Here it is to be noted that the 4th and 5th 
isomorphisms follow from Lemma 3.2. So the composite of the above 
isomorphisms can be taken as O,,,. 
(ii)-(i): By the assumption for X JJR(X) is isomorphic to L, @ D(A) 
(gQk). If Y is not a projective A-module, then OR(Y) z (170 D(A) -+’ V) 
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with Ker 4 z rA Y. Hence O,,, can be obtained by the R-reduction from the 
case (i)-(iii). If Y is a projective A-module, then L?“(Y) z Y@ D(A) and 
O,,, can be obtained again by the Q-reduction from the case (i)-(i). 
Similarly as in (ii)-(i), it is easily seen that in the remaining cases O,,, 
can be obtained by the R-reduction from the preceding cases which were 
already proved. 
Now we have completed the proof of the existence of the isomorphism 
0 Y,X 7 from which the preservation of addition will be immediately known. 
Before proceeding to the proof of the naturality of O,,, we would like to 
mension that Q-reduction is valid for the cases (i)--(i), (i)-(ii), (i)-(iii), 
(i)-(iv), i.e., the isomorphisms O,,, for the cases coincide with those 
obtained by using a-reduction repeatedly from the other corresponding cases 
in which O,Cy,,,Cx, are obtained sometimes by using R-reduction. And for 
the sake of the latter proof we shall try to prove this fact for the case (i)-(iv) 
only. Now in the case of X being a projective A-module we have 
m,(X, Y) z Extf,(X, L,J = 0, for L, is the canonical kernel of Y, and we 
have nothing to prove. 
Assume X is not a projective A-module. Then R-modules Q”(X) and t”(Y) 
are of types (iii) and (i), respectively, and we have r”(X) z rAX and rR( Y) g 
L, 0 D(A). On the other hand, by Definition 2.1 T-modules S,(Y) and 
?S,(Y) are isomorphic to L; and $(L;), respectively. Now in the proof of 
the existence of O,,, for the case (i)-(iv) the isomorphisms I~ 1413z2z1, I~ and 
I,, z,,,zglg will be coincident with those induced by rR, OTCY),rCX) and (?-I. 
Hence identifying skrA(X) with rBsk(X) we have O,,, = (r’))’ 02R~Y~,Tn~X~7R. 
In fact this implies that r-reduction holds for the case. Therefore Q-reduction 
is valid for the case (i)--(iv), since 7R = (Q”)‘, tT = (Q’)‘, and for the case 
(iii)-(i) O,,, was given by R-reduction from the case (i)-(i). 
Now we shall begin the proof of the naturality of O,,,. By the a- 
reduction we may assume X is of type (i). 
If Z-is of type (i) or Z and Y are of the same types, O,,,(T) O,,,(g) = 
O,,,(f, 2) follows from the naturality of the isomorphism of which the 
composition is O,,, or O,,,. 
If Z is of type (ii), m,(X, Y) = 0 and so m,(S,(X), S,(Z)) = 0. It 
follows that &= 0 and G,,,(f) O,,,(g) = 0. Hence the naturality of O,,, 
holds for this case too. 
Assume that Z is of type (iii). If Y is of type (i), ff = 0. Since A-modules 
X, Y and K, (= the canonical kernel of Z) are not isomorphic to L,, S,(X) 
and S,(Y) are of. 1 st kind and S,(Z) is of 2nd kind. Hence O,,,(J) 
O,,,(g) = 0 and the naturality holds for this case. If Y is of type (ii), 
h,(X, Y) = 0 and hence m,(S,(X), S,(Y)) = 0. Therefore there is 
nothing to prove. If Y is of type (iv), m,(X, Z) = 0 and again there is 
nothing to prove. 
Assume that Z is of type (iv). If Y is of type (i) or (ii), m.(Z, Y) g 
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Extf,(L,, Y) = 0 since the canonical kernel of Z is isomorphic to L, and L, 
is a projective A-module. 
Now it remains to prove the naturality of O,,, for the case (i)-(iv)--(iii). 
We may assume X is not a projective A-module. For otherwise, 
m,(X, Z) z Ext:(X, Lk) = 0. Then under the assumption for X, Z and Y, 
SZR(X), Q”(Z) and QR(Y) are of types (iii), (ii) and (i), respectively, so by 
Q-reduction the proof for this case can be reduced to that for the case 
(iii)-(iik(i). But rR(X) (= (0”)” (X)) and 7”(Z) (=(D”)’ (Z)) are of the 
same type (i) and hence the proof is reduced again to those for the cases 
(i)-(i)-(i) or (i)--(i)-(iii). Therefore the naturality also holds for this case. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Let X = @;= 1 Xi and Y = @J?! I Yj be direct sums of non-projective 
indecomposable R-modules Xi and Yj with the associated projections 
xi: X+ Xi and injections zj: Yj --t Y, and m,(X, Y) 3f= Cij zjfjixi, 
fii E HomR (Ii 9 xj)* As usual we put S:(X) = @;= r S:(Xi) and 
S:(y)=@jL, s,+(yj)9 and St (f ) = Cij I,!@,~, yj(&i) XI, where Si (Xi) and 
S:(Yj) are given in Definition 2.1 and OX,,rj(fji) are given in Proposition 
3.1. Then Si defines a stable functor, since OXi,yj are isomorphisms which 
preserve the addition and satisfy the naturality. 
For a source k of (Z; r, A) we can prove dually the existence of the stable 
functor S;: e-R -+ &-o,R which is the right adjoint of Sl. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Z be a K-species and (r, A) its valued graph r and 
orientation A. Let k be a sink of (r, A), A and a,A the tensor algebras 
associated with (Z; r, A) and (a&; r, a,A), and R and ok R the self-injective 
algebras A DC D(A) and a,A D( D(a,A), respectively. Then R and o,R are 
stable equivalent to each other by S:: m-R + &-a,R and S;: &- 
uk R + mod-R which are defined as in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 and 
Proposition 3.1 and corresponding to the reflection jiunctors s: : mod-A + 
mod-o,A and s;: mod-o,A + mod-A, respectively. 
Remark. It is to be noted that there are the canonical embeddings mod- 
A + m-R and mod-u,A + &-u,R, but the functors S: and S; are not 
extensions of s: and s;, respectively, since S: (Lk) # 0, S;(LA) # 0 but 
sk+(Lk) = 0, s;(L;) = 0 for simple A and u,(A)-modules L, and L; 
corresponding to the sink k of (r, A) and the source k of (r, u,A), respec- 
tivelmwever, there are the other canonical embeddings &-A -+ m-R 
and mod -u,A + &-u,R, and si and s, can be considered as functors, 
from &-A to mod -u,A and from mod -u,A to &-A, respectively, where 
the objects of &-A (resp. mod -u,A) are the same as those of mod-A 
(resp. mod-u,A) but the group morphisms are residue classes of groups of 
morphisms in mod-A by their subgroups generated by morphisms which 
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factor through direct sums of copies of L, (resp. L;). Then S: and S; 
become extensions of s: and s;. 
Further, as was announced by the author at ICRA III (Puebla), we would 
like to mention that there exist functors s”: : mod-R -+ mod-o,R and SF: 
mod-a$ + mod-R which are extensions of s:: mod-,4 + mod-a,d and s;: 
mod-o,d + mod-A, respectively. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If k,, k, ,..., k, is a (+) admissible sequence of vertices 
of (T, A), then the self-injective algebras R and ok,ok,-, ..a ok,R are stable 
equivalent to each other. In case r is a tree, ok,ok,-, .a+ ok,R can be taken an 
self-injective algebra with cube-zero radical. 
Proof: In case r is a tree, for any orientation A’ we can take a suitable 
(+) admissible sequence k,, k2,..., k, such that /i’ = ok . uk,_] ... uk Ai. 
Hence the last statement is clear if /i’ is an orientation such that ;he 
direction of each arrow differs from those of the neighboring arrows. 
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